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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
BET – Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (the specific surface area of particle)
BPR – Ball-to-Powder ratio
CFE-SEM – Cold Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope
CG – Coarse Grain (structure)
CHC – Compaction Heating Cycle
CMC – Ceramic Matrix Composite (material)
CNT – Carbon Nanotube
DTA – Differential Thermal Analysis
EBSD – Electron backscatter diffraction
EMPA – Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology
EPFL - École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne
FCC – Face Centred Cubic (structure)
FE-SEM – Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope
FG – Fine Grain Structure
GB – Grain boundary
GBMA – Grain Boundary Misorientation Angle
HAGB – High Angle Grain Boundary
HIP – Hot Isostatic Pressing
HP – Hot pressing
HR-TEM – High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope
LAGB – Low Angle Grain Boundary
MA – Mechanical Alloying
MM – Mechanical Milling
MMC – Metal Matrix Composite
MWCNT – Multi Wall Carbon Nanotube
ODS – Oxide Dispersion-Strengthened (alloy)
PCA – Process Control Agent
PMC – Plastic Matrix Composite material
PSI - The Paul Scherrer Institute
SA – Stearic Acid
SEM – Scanning Electron Microscope
SPS – Spark Plasma Sintering
STEM – Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope
TEM – Transmission Electron Microscope
TKD – Transmission Kikuchi Diffraction
TUT – Tallinn University of Technology
UTS – Ultimate Tensile Strength
VGCF – Vapour Grown Carbon Fibre
XRD – X-ray Diffraction
YS – Yield Strength
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INTRODUCTION
The hunt for high strength, lightweight materials has been major topic during last
centuries. Aerospace, automotive, electronics, and renewable energy are only few
fields where the advantages of using lighter and stronger materials are crucial.
With the possibility to increase the strength and stiffness of materials, the mass of
required material for certain load bearing application decreases. This has led to
several advantages in automotive and aviation industries enabling larger payloads
with better fuel efficiency [1].
The author of present study focuses on improving the strength and ductility of
aluminium based metal matrix composites and on achieving that with minimal
processing steps. The thesis consists of four main chapters. The first chapter
introduces the background and structure of thesis. The state of art of literature is
described and objectives of the study are stated.
The second chapter introduces the materials selections and employed fabrication
technologies. The characterisation methods and equipment are introduced.
The third chapter consist of five subsections. The first section is dedicated to the
study of matrix alloys, where 4 commercially available aluminium alloys are
reinforced with the same Carbon Nano Tube (CNT) reinforcement to identify the
suitable alloy for high strength Metal Matrix Composite (MMC). The second
subsection is dedicated to study of reinforcements, where AlMg5 alloy is
strengthened with different CNT and Al2O3 based nanoparticulates. The third
subsection describes the novel cube milling system and benefits of using
rectangular milling vessel. It also describes the possibility of producing high
strength near net shaped Al-MMCs by uniaxial hot pressing.
The fourth subsection is dedicated to strengthening mechanisms and their major
role in achieving high strength with simultaneous ductility.
The fifth subsection presents the study of compaction methods other than hot
pressing to compact nanocomposite powders.
The main results of present thesis have been published in 4 pre-reviewed journals
and presented in 3 international conferences.
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1. LITERATURE OVERVIEW
The alloying of metals has provided higher strength than before, but the
inadequacy of metals and alloys to provide desirable strength and stiffness
simultaneously has led to the development of composite materials. Composites
are engineering materials that have a combination of two or more different
materials that share clear interface between them with the intention of tailoring
different desired properties for materials. These materials are referred to as the
matrix and reinforcement. The matrix being metal, ceramic or polymer and the
reinforcement (usually less than 50% of the whole material) normally being of
different nature than the matrix. Depending on the matrix, the composites are
known as metal matrix composites (MMCs) if the matrix is made out of metallic
material, or polymer matrix composites (PMCs) and ceramic matrix composites
(CMCs) depending of the nature of matrix material.
In the present work, only MMCs are considered. In MMCs the toughness and
ductility is provided by the ductile metal matrix while the strength and stiffness is
provided by the reinforcement that is either ceramic, high strength metal based
particulates or different fibres [2, 3]. Particulate reinforced MMCs are especially
of great interest due to their isotropic properties. Additionally particulate
reinforced MMCs are easier and often cheaper to manufacture than continuous
fibre reinforced MMCs.

1.1 Mechanical alloying and milling
Mechanical alloying (MA) is a powder processing technique first used around
1966 in order to create nickel oxide-dispersion strengthened (ODS) superalloys
[3]. These ODS superalloys are commonly considered as the first type of
nanocomposites developed by mechanical alloying. The process of mechanical
alloying is a solid-state powder processing technique involving repetitive cold
welding, fracturing and rewelding of powder particles in a high-energy ball mill.
In this process a specific quantity of powder mixture is loaded into a container
along with grinding media (typically chromium steel or hardmetal balls) and
agitated to induce repetitive ball impacts on powder.
In the case of metal matrix composites the components can be produced using
mechanical milling (MM), during which the ductile metal and brittle
reinforcement are mixed. The process is referred as ductile-brittle system and the
milling in this process takes place as follows. The initial ball impact causes the
ductile metal particles to flatten and consequently work harden due to plastic
deformation. The brittle particles on the other hand will undergo fragmentation
during the initial impacts (Fig. 1). After initial impacts the fragmented brittle
particles get trapped between flattened ductile particles, and with continuous new
impacts, the cold welding will take place. With the ongoing cold welding the
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particles will receive further impacts from milling media and work hardening of
matrix will lead to fracturing into equiaxed particles. During rewelding and
fracturing the dispersion of reinforcement takes place, leading to effective second
phase reinforcement and grain size reduction. The process can be considered
finished when desired state of second phase distribution and work hardening of
matrix is achieved. During the process of fracturing and rewelding of particles,
the ductile matrix has tendency to form clumps of powder due to excessive cold
welding. These large clumps are disturbing the milling by inhibiting work
hardening and redistribution of second phase particles. To control the excessive
cold welding, process control agents (PCA) are used. Typical PCA is mostly
organic surface-active compound that adheres to powder surface, thus inhibiting
excessive cold welding. Therefore the rewelding and fracturing mechanisms can
be optimised with the type and content of PCA, making it one of the mustcontrolled parameters of MA and MM [4, 5].

Figure 1. Mechanism of mechanical milling: A) Schematic of a single balls impact on powder [3]; B)
Ductile-brittle system of mechanical milling process consisting of flattening and repetitive
fragmentation of particles [6]

Optimization of MM process is complex due to number of influencing parameters
and variables to achieve desired microstructure and/or desired product properties.
Some of the most important parameters to be considered are:






Type of ball-mill
Size, shape and material of milling container
Milling environment (dry, if dry then which atmosphere, wet)
Milling speed
Milling time
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Extent of filling the milling container
Type, size and size distribution of the milling medium (milling balls)
BPR
Type and content of PCA
Temperature of milling

In order to quantify optimum milling efficiency, the concept of milling energy is
used. For example Kollo et al. have calculated normalized input energy for AlSiC MMCs milled with high energy planetary ball-mill. The authors have
described the combination of parameters necessary to reach the desired state of
milled powders [7].
In MM process different types of mills can be used. In the current work only
planetary type ball-mills are considered. Typical planetary ball-mill,
accommodating up to few kilograms of powder in one milling cycle gets its name
from the planet-like movement of its vessels. The vessels are arranged on rotating
support disk and planetary drive mechanism causes them to rotate around their
own axes during the movement of support table. The centrifugal forces created by
rotating of support disk as well as vessels rotating around their own axes, act on
the vessel contents. The rotation of vessels can be either the same as support disk
or on opposite direction causing different milling conditions. The grinding balls
running the inside wall of vessel, followed by the material being ground and
grinding balls lifting off and travelling freely through the vessel colliding against
opposing inner wall creating the energy for milling.

1.2 Matrix and reinforcement
Among light metals, aluminium alloys have high specific strength but lack the
stiffness necessary in many applications. Extensive investigations have been
subjected to further increase the mechanical properties by dispersing particulate
materials and especially nanoparticles into the ductile matrices. Most commonly
for reinforcement SiC, B4C, Al2O3 and different forms of carbon (carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), carbon black and graphene) are selected [2]. Conventionally,
micron sized particles have been used to increase the strength of the composite,
but recently several authors have proven the supremacy of nano sized
reinforcements. The micron sized reinforcement though being effective of
increasing materials Young’s modulus, have a drawback in terms of fracturing of
reinforcement particles during tensile or compressive loading and difficulties in
machining [8, 9]. Nano scale reinforcements on other hand have proven to be even
more effective for increasing the strength of material without fracturing of
particulates. For example Kang et al. reinforced aluminium with micron- and
nano-sized Al2O3 particles and presented a particular advantage of
nanoreinforcement for increasing the strength already at relatively low content [9].
According to them, strengthening effect is increasing with the volume fraction of
10

reinforcement up to 4 vol. %, above which the strengthening levels off due to the
clustering of Al2O3 nanoparticles. In comparison, more than 10 vol. % of micron
sized reinforcement is normally used to achieve notable increase in mechanical
strength [10]. Therefore the application of nano sized reinforcement is in the
interest of the author of current work.
Carbon based reinforcements, namely graphite, CNTs and graphene, have also
been under investigation by many researchers [2, 11-14]. The outstanding high
specific strength of CNTs has made them very popular choice of reinforcement in
light metal MMCs. It is possible to disperse several percent of CNTs into
aluminium matrix thus increasing significantly the strength [12]. Unfortunately
also with CNT reinforcement there are some challenges to overcome before
achieving the high-performance composite. Some of the main aspects to consider
are achieving a homogeneous distribution of CNTs in matrix material, damaging
of the CNTs during high energy milling and the formation of Al4C3 during
consolidation or heat treatment. There are several reports about prolonged high
energy ball milling leading to destruction of CNTs. Liu et al. confirmed this with
Raman spectroscopy, showing that the integrated intensity ratio between the G(graphite) and D-line (defects) of carbon (IG/ID) decreases with increasing milling
time [13]. Furthermore the authors observed that the improvement of the
dispersion uniformity was not obvious after increasing milling time over an
optimum, however CNTs damage became more evident. Esawi et al. reported a
comparative study of two different CNTs dispersed in an aluminium matrix [14].
They found that cold welding of milled powders as well as aluminium carbide
formation in the final composite is depending on the CNTs diameter and
morphology. The smaller CNTs having larger interfacial contact area with
aluminium matrix were found to reduce particle welding during milling but also
to promote the carbide formation. Perez-Bustamante et al. suggested that the
formation of Al4C3 is the interaction between the outer shells of CNTs and the
aluminium matrix during the processing [15]. Lijie et al. have also found that the
Al4C3 is formed at the interface between the aluminium and CNT layers. More
precisely the reaction generally occurred at locations with amorphous carbon such
as at defect sites and at open ends of the CNTs. The authors claimed that the
carbide formation on the surfaces and on the tips of the CNTs improves the
interfacial strength between the CNTs and the aluminium matrix and therefore
contributes to the enhancement of the composite mechanical properties [16].
Similar observations were done by Kwon et al. who showed that nano sized Al4C3
could offer a beneficial chemical bonding between the aluminium matrix and the
CNTs [17]. So with optimized milling parameters the problems mentioned above
could be diminished by the tremendous increase of strength while using CNT
reinforcement on aluminium based matrix.
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1.3 Compaction of blends
After having achieved the desired properties on composite powder blend, the
powder must be compacted to harvest its true values. All the consolidation
methods generally used in powder metallurgy processes can be used for MM
powders. However, due to particles being smaller after MM (typically form a few
µm to 100 microns) than those used in conventional powder metallurgy
operations, some special precautions need to be taken to minimize their activity
(affinity to ignite under air atmosphere) and high level of interparticle friction.
Cold compaction is not a favoured option due to mechanically alloyed powders
having high hardness (from work hardening). Further, aluminium based ODS
alloys do not usually densify during conventional sintering.
Therefore the most common methods of consolidation involves several steps: first
to consolidate the powder and second to break the oxide layer covering the metal
surfaces of particles by plastic deformation to induce metal-metal contact. Hot
compaction followed by hot extrusion, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) followed by
hot extrusion and hot compaction followed by hot forging or hot rolling are the
most common consolidation methods. The process temperatures are under
considerations because the possible loss of metastable effects as well as
recrystallization and grain growth of fine grains should be avoided by using
process temperatures as low as possible and as high as needed [10].

1.4 Strengthening mechanisms
The increase in strength and hardness of MMCs is usually described by several
simultaneous strengthening mechanisms. Commonly the strengthening is
accomplished with reducing mobility (gliding) of dislocations. The hindering of
dislocation movement is then achieved with the presence of different obstacles
such as other dislocations, grain boundaries, solute atoms and precipitates or
particles of another phase.
For example, depending on the alloy, the strengthening of alloyed matrix can be
described with solid solution strengthening or precipitation strengthening.
Solid solution strengthening is resulting from interaction between the mobile
dislocations and the solute atoms in matrix. The presence of solute atoms increases
the initial yield stress and reduces the dynamic recovery rate of dislocations. Most
commonly, the strengthening of a solid solution is calculated by the correlation
between the flow stress and alloy concentration [18]:
,

(1)

Where σpure is the flow stress of a pure metal matrix, C is the wt% of solute atoms
in alloy and H and n are constants.
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In precipitation strengthening, the second phase particles have been introduced to
matrix. By means of alloying this is achieved by precipitation from a
supersaturated matrix phase via age hardening. The precipitates then act as
obstacles that effectively hinder the movement of dislocations. The strengthening
effect can then be accounted as Orowan strengthening mechanism.
In the Orowan strengthening mechanism the yield strength of metal is related to
the particulate-dislocation interaction. During deformation, dislocation movement
through crystal is disturbed by reinforcing second phase particles, leaving residual
loops around each reinforcing particle, leading to increased strength [19].The
yield strength due to Orowan strengthening (σOR) can be estimated according to:

.
√

(2)

Where M is the mean orientation factor (for randomly oriented FCC metals M =
3.06), G is the shear modulus of MMC calculated from Young’s modulus (Eq.
(3)), b is the Burger’s vector (b = 0.286 nm for aluminium), u is Poisson’s ratio of
matrix, is the mean radius of a circular cross section in random plane for a
spherical reinforcement particle (Eq. (4)), r is the mean radius of reinforcement
particle and λ is the interparticle spacing that can be calculated from Eq. (5):

(3)
(4)
2

1

(5)

To calculate Orowan strengthening, the particle size distribution of the
nanoreinforcement is considered to be monodisperse and its distribution in the
matrix homogeneous.
The strengthening due to pile up of dislocations can also lead to strengthening and
is calculated using the Taylor formula [20]:
(6)
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Where M is a mean orientation factor for randomly oriented Face Centred Cubic
(FCC) metals, α is a material constant, G is the shear modulus of matrix, b is the
Burgers vector and ρ is the dislocation density.
Considering the effect of mechanical milling (MM) on the strength of Al-MMC,
then the grain size refinement must be named as one of the main strengthening
mechanism. During MM the reduction of grain size increases the number of grain
boundaries, which then by blocking the movement of dislocations leads to
increased yield strength. The Grain boundary strengthening is described by wellknown Hall-Petch relationship [21, 22]:

⁄

(7)

Where σ0 is a constant for the starting stress of dislocation movement, K is the
Hall-Petch slope and D is the grain diameter.
However, high strength alone is not the sole important parameter for a successful
structural material. A structure must be able to support a load and in case of
overloading, not to fail catastrophically. Unfortunately, high strength traditionally
leads to reduced ductility of material. Therefore, extensive work has been done by
many researchers to achieve a material with high strength and acceptable ductility
[23–28]. In the case of the strength achieved through the Hall-Petch relationship
by creating a fine grained (FG) material (average grain size < 1 µm), the low
tensile ductility can be attributed to the premature onset of plastic instability
(necking), which in turn is caused by low strain hardening capability. According
to the Considère’s criterion, strain hardening is needed to delay the tensile necking
[29]. Strain hardening classically results from interactions of gliding and
intersecting dislocations. Typically, coarse grains (CGs) provide enough spacing
for a significant number of dislocation intersections during deformation, while in
fine grains there is not enough space for dislocation intersections, ultimately
leading to brittle fraction [29]. One possibility would be to combine FGs and CGs
into a so-called bi- or trimodal grain structure, which is believed to increase the
ductility without sacrificing a substantial amount of strength. Tellkamp et al.
proposed a fracture theory where coarse grains in a bimodal grain structure blunt
the crack and therefore induce an increased ductility (Fig. 2), [24].
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Figure 2. Illustration for theory for enhanced ductility of bimodal Al alloy, proposed by Tellkamp et al.
[24]. Cracks propagate through the brittle FG region, but are blunted by large, ductile coarse grains.

In the case of bimodal grain distribution calculating the average grain boundary
strengthening can be complex. Therefore rule of mixture can be taken under
consideration to state an average grain size:

D = (fCG x dCG) + (fFG x dFG)

(8)

Where dCG and dFG represent the average grain size of CG and FG regions,
respectively and fCG and fFG represent the area fraction of CG and FG regions,
respectively [30].
Another interesting way to increase ductility is believed to be by tailoring the
Grain Boundary Misorientation Angles (GBMA) [26–28]. It is known that High
Angle Grain Boundaries (HAGB) that have grain boundary misorientation angle
(GBMA) larger than 15° provide effective barriers to dislocation movements, but
also against dynamic recrystallization and grain growth by cyclic deformation.
Dislocations are effectively locked into grain as they cannot pass to neighbouring
grains across HAGB, leading to preservation of high strength. At the same time,
Low Angle Grain Boundaries (LAGBs) cannot restrict the movement of mobile
dislocations over grain boundary, ultimately leading to increased ductility [27,
28].
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1.5 Objectives of the study
The main objectives of the study are to gain deeper understanding of
microstructural aspects for high mechanical strength – high ductility nano MMCs;
and consequently develop processing parameters to obtain optimised
microstructure (and composition) of the composite. In order to accomplish
simultaneous strength and ductility, several optimisation steps need to be taken
under consideration.
The main goals are:





Tailor strength and ductility of nanoparticulate reinforced aluminium
alloys by increasing strength with retained ductility.
Describe impact of microstructure related features (nanoparticle
dispersion and content, angle of grain boundaries, grain size, effect of
bimodal structure etc.), on mechanical properties of the MMCs.
Assessment and quantification of strengthening mechanisms.
Produce high strength MMC with minimal processing steps.

These goals are going to be reached by optimising:




The preparation of blends
o Milling parameters
o Reinforcement content
o The content and type of PCA
Compaction of milled blends

Throughout the thesis, following technological and scientific aspects will be
addressed:






Mechanical milling of MMC blends
Compaction of milled blends
Microstructural characterisation of blends and bulks
Mechanical testing of blends and bulks
Assessment of strengthening mechanisms
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2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1 Starting materials
Aluminium alloys
Pure Al-powder provided by ECKA Atomized Aluminium Powder Co had a
purity level of 99.5% [DIN EN 576] and a mean particle size smaller than 63 µm
(Fig. 3A). The 6061 alloy (AlMg1SiCu) with mean particle size under 45 µm, was
provided by TLS Technik GmbH & Co. (Fig. 3B). The AlMg5 alloy (Al5019)
provided by ECKA Atomized Aluminium Powder Co possessed a mean particle
size smaller than 63 µm (Fig. 3C). The S790 (experimental 7xxx series) alloy
(AlZn11Mg2Cu) (Fig. 3D) as well as the S250 (experimental 4xxx series) alloy
(AlSi20Fe5Ni2) (Fig.3E) were all provided by Peak Werkstoff GmbH.

Figure 3. Raw matrix materials: A) Aluminum pure; B) AL6061; C) AlMg5; D) S790; E) S250.

Carbon based reinforcements
6 different carbon nanotubes or fibres were used as carbon based reinforcements
(Fig. 4A-4D) and are referred here as CNT. For all these CNTs, an average density
of 1.8 g cm-3 was assumed for calculations. The CNTs were chosen to have
different properties. Therefore highly agglomerated Baytubes (Fig.4A),
agglomerated EPFL CNTs in raw and recrystallized state (Fig. 4B), highly ordered
CEA CNTs in raw and recrystallized state (Fig. 4C) slightly agglomerated carbon
fibres (VGCF) with larger outer diameter of 110 nm (Fig. 4D) were chosen. Other
properties are described in Table 1 while their morphology is presented in Fig. 4.
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Table 1. CNTs used as a reinforcement [31].

Name

Mean outer
diameter
[nm]

Baytubes

13-16

Length
[µm]

1-10

Producer / comments
Bayer Material Science GmbH,
Germany.
Agglomerates of 0.1-1 mm [32]

EPFL raw

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne, Switzerland.

11

[33], [34]
EPFL
Recrystallized

11

VGCF

110

20

Hodogaya chemical, Japan

CEA raw

55

250-850

Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique et
aux Energies Alternative, France. [35]

CEA Recrystallized

55

250-850

Heat treated 1000 °C for 2h [36]

Heat treated 1700-2000 °C [33], [34]

Figure 4. Carbon based reinforcements used: A) Baytubes; B) EPFL raw; C) CEA raw; D) VGCF.
Morphology of heat treated CEA and VGCF CNTs are similar to their raw precursors and are
therefore not presented [31].
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Oxide based reinforcement
Aeroxide Alu65 γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles supplied by Evonik Industries were used
as oxide based reinforcement. Alumina nanoparticles had a BET surface area of
65 m2/g, corresponding to mean equivalent particle size of 23 nm, assuming
spherical particle morphology (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. TEM micrograph of Aeroxide® Alu65 Al2O3 nanoparticles [37].

2.2 Materials processing
The metal matrix powders were mixed with the CNT reinforcement in a 250 ml
stainless steel vial using a Retsch PM400 planetary ball mill at 360 rpm under Ar
atmosphere varying the milling time from 1 to 20 hours. As PCA) 1.5 wt% stearic
acid (SA) was used in all cases except for Baytubes CNTs where 15 wt% of
heptane was used to avoid excessive cold welding. 100Cr6 hardened steel balls
with a diameter of 10 mm were used as milling media with a BPR of 10:1 [31,
38].The main milling parameters had been selected based on a previous work
dealing with the dispersion of silicon carbide nanoparticles into aluminium matrix
by Kollo et al. [7] as well as [38].
For dispersing oxide reinforcement into AlMg5 metal matrix, Retch PM400 but
also a prototype cube mill (P&S Powder and Surface GmbH, Germany) was used.
In conventional commercial planetary ball mill, the cylindrical milling vessels
create shearing forces upon ball impacts. While in experimental cube mill, the
planet-like movement is incorporated with cube shaped milling vessels, leading
to flat impact forces exceeding the energy provided by cylindrical vessel (Fig. 6)
[37].
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Figure 6. Schematic of milling vessels of commercially available Retsch PM400 planetary ball mill
and prototype cube mill.

The AlMg5 powder was mixed with Al2O3 nanoparticles with different volume
fractions. During the initial study, milling was conducted with PM400 using
similar milling parameters as CNT reinforced MMCs with additional optimisation
of PCA and milling duration. In the study of cube milling, the content of
reinforcement was thoroughly investigated and the abbreviations are used in the
manuscript, as shown in Table 2. Planetary ball-milling with a cube shaped milling
vessel was used at 350 rpm under Ar atmosphere with milling period up to three
hours. Hardened stainless steel milling vessel and 100Cr6 hardened steel balls
with a diameter of 10 mm were used as milling media with a BPR of 10:1. SA
was used as a PCA and its content was adapted to the content of surface area of
nanoparticles (Table 2) [37].
Table 2. The compositions milled with cube mill [37].
Composition

Al2O3 reinforcement [vol%]

Stearic acid [wt%]

A_un (unmilled)

-

-

A_m (milled)

-

0.30

A-0.2np

0.20

0.30

A-0.3np

0.30

0.46

A-0.4np

0.40

0.61

A-0.5np

0.50

0.75

A-1.0np

1.00

1.50

The milled powders were collected and handled in a glove-box under Ar (O2 <
100 ppm, H2O < 150 ppm) where they were passivated before being used for
consolidation.
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Uniaxial hot pressing
Uniaxial hot pressing was conducted under air atmosphere with 200 Ton uniaxial
press (Walter + Bai AG, Switzerland). Following uniaxial hot compaction
techniques were used;
First technique (technique 1) by using 30 mm diameter steel moulds for
compacting with 570 MPa at preheating temperatures of 350 °C or 450 °C with
dwell time of one hour. This technique yielded to round sample with thickness of
6 mm and diameter of 30 mm [38].
Second and more advanced technique (technique 2) included using the square
steel moulds with the size 55x55 mm. The moulds were heated with 3 °C/min
under primary vacuum (1 mbar) and held at 350 °C for 14 h to induce drying and
degassing of the powder blend followed with 1.5 hours at 550 °C [39]. The moulds
were then flushed with Ar in furnace and transferred rapidly (less than 5 seconds)
under the press for compaction to produce the bulk samples with dimensions of
55 x 55 x 7 mm. The samples were naturally cooled in air. The temperature profile
used in this compaction technique will hereinafter be considered as Compaction
Heating Cycle (CHC). [31, 37].
Forge compaction
Hot forging was conducted to directly compact milled Al-MMC powders. The
powders were inserted into s235 steel capsules (d = 25 mm, L = 70 mm) in
glovebox under Ar (O2 < 100 ppm, H2O < 150 ppm) after which the capsules were
closed with valve and removed from glovebox. The capsules were then evacuated
to 1x10-5 mbar and similar heating cycle as CHC was performed to the vacuumed
capsule to induce degassing. After degassing, capsule was compacted under 500
Ton uniaxial press (MKH Press, Finland). If the capsule had broken, the sample
was discarded, if not then the sample was reheated and re-forged 4 times to
achieve full density. The samples were naturally cooled after which the capsule
was removed and UTS dog-bone samples were machined perpendicular to forging
direction.
Spark plasma sintering
Spark plasma sintering (SPS) was carried out using FCT SPS HPD 10 machine
(FCT Germany). Approximately 26 g of powder was loaded into a graphite die
with 50 mm diameter. For easy removal of the sintered pellet, the graphite die was
isolated from powder with graphite paper. A uniaxial pressure of 50 MPa was
applied throughout the process. Sintering was conducted under primary vacuum,
with the heating rate of 100 °C/min. Changes in temperature, average intensity
and voltage of the pulsed current and sintering displacement were recorded in-situ
by a computer during the entire sintering process. All the compositions were
sintered at 550 °C, with a dwell time of 15 min followed by natural cooling in
furnace [30].
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Hot isostatic pressing
Hot isostatic pressing was conducted on capsules that were filled with Al-MMC
powder in the same way as for forge compaction. The capsules were evacuated
and welded shut. The HIP was carried out using AIP HP630 at 550 °C under 100
MPa Ar overpressure with dwell time of 60 min. Capsules were removed and UTS
samples machined lengthwise of capsule.

2.3 Methods of characterisation
The morphology of the powders was characterised using a Zeiss Axiopan optical
microscope and CFE-SEM (Hitachi S-4800). The carbon structure in the raw
CNTs, the blends and the bulks were investigated by Raman spectroscopy
(Renishaw invia) at 514 nm with 12.4 mW. At least 10 Raman measurements per
sample were conducted. The spectra were deconvoluted, fitted and the integrated
intensity ratio of the D- and G-band of carbon (ID/IG) was calculated. The hardness
was measured with a MHT-4 Vickers microhardness tester using a load of 0.15 N
for 15 s. Vickers macrohardness measurements were made according to EN ISO
6507-1 with a load of 20 kg for 15 s (220, GNHEM Härteprüfer AG). At least six
measurements were performed on polished surface of each sample. Differential
Thermal Analyses (DTA) were conducted with a Netzsch STA C409 under 50
ml/min Ar flow. The bulks were characterised with CFE-SEM (Hitachi S-4800)
as well as with HR-TEM (Jeol JEM-2200FS TEM/STEM). TEM samples were
prepared with an Allied multiprep polishing system and ion milled using a
Fischione Instruments TEM Mill 1050. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD)
and Transmission Kikuchi Diffraction (TKD) were measured with a TESCAN
Lyra3 FE-SEM and an AMETEK EBSD, respectively. Samples for EBSD
mapping were prepared with a Leica EM-TIC 3x ion polisher/cross sectioner. The
grain size was estimated by measuring and averaging the length and width of
grains using ImageJ® image analysis software. Conventional EBSD was used to
reveal CG regions as well as area fraction of FG/CG regions while TKD and TEM
were used to reveal the morphology of fine grains in FG regions. The average of
at least five regions containing over 300 grains was taken into account while
calculating the average grain size and the area fractions of FG/CG. The crystallite
structure was investigated using Synchrotron radiation at a wavelength of 0.66 Å
with 18.8 KeV at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI, CH). The crystallite size was
calculated using the Scherrer equation from Al[111] peak measured with a
BRUKER Discovery D8 with Cu Kα (λ = 1.5148 Å, 40 kV and 40 mA) in the 2θ
range 30-120 ° using a linear detector. The instrumental broadening was
determined with a α-Al2O3 standard. Elemental oxygen and carbon contents were
measured using an ELTRA ONH2000 infrared cell. Flat bone-shaped tensile
specimens with a thickness of 4 mm, gauge length of 12 mm and a distance
between shoulders of 26 mm, were machined from flat 55 x 55 x 7 mm square
plates in case of hot pressed samples or from 6 mm thick round samples (D = 50
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mm) or from 40 x 70 x 7 mm flat samples in the case of hot forging and HIP. The
tensile specimens were always prepared perpendicularly to the pressing direction
and the tensile tests were carried out at room temperature using a universal testing
machine (Hug Maschinenfabrik AG) with the speed of 1 mm/min. For the density
of the bulk samples, the Archimedes method according to ISO 3369:1975 was
used.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF Al-MMC
3.1 Study of matrix alloys
Four commercially available aluminium alloys were chosen to evaluate the
influence of CNT reinforcement on different aluminium alloys [38]. The results
are compared to the previous study performed in our group on pure aluminium
matrices [12]. All the alloys were milled (Retsch PM 400) and compacted under
similar conditions (technique 1 – see chapter 2.2) that proved to be adequate for
achieving dense bulk material. Indeed, all the samples possessed a density higher
than 92% of the theoretical density. In Figure 7A hardness changes can be
observed as a function of the reinforcement weight fraction.
The highest hardness increase was observed with Al6061. Fivefold increase in
hardness was obtained when adding only 3 wt% of Baytube CNTs, reaching 230
HV20 compared to about 40 to 50 HV20 for the unreinforced annealed alloy.
Further increasing the reinforcement content did not lead to higher mechanical
properties of the MMC, and the density even slightly decreased. Therefore for
Al6061, a maximum amount of 3 wt% CNTs could be successfully dispersed.
Fourfold hardness increase was noted with AlMg5 alloy based MMCs and the
hardness increased up to 260 HV20. The highest hardness of the study was
achieved with the S250 alloy reaching up to 390 HV20 for 6 wt% CNT
reinforcement. However the starting alloy having already 175 HV20, so the
growth factor of hardness was the lowest (Fig. 7A). Among the investigated
parameters, the MMCs produced with AlMg5 and Al6061 matrices possessed
highest hardness with 3 wt% CNT reinforcement. Using higher content led to
decrease of hardness up to 6% and 14% as compared to maximum values in the
case of Al6061 and AlMg5 respectively. With composites based on S250 and
S790 matrices the hardness decrease for 9 wt% CNT was more evident being 22%
and 35% lower than the maximum values respectively.
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Figure 7. A) Hardness of MW-CNT reinforced Aluminum alloys. B) Raman Spectra of Al6061
matrix MMCs. C) Intensity ratio ID/IG of Al6061 matrix MMCs [38].

All four alloys could be reinforced with CNTs leading to significant hardness
increases. However, in order to focus the study only one widely used and
investigated alloy, the Al6061 was further investigated as matrix material.
The hot pressed CNT-Al6061 bulks were investigated by Raman spectroscopy.
Typical spectra for the Al6061 composites can be seen in Fig. 7B. The spectra
show two distinctive bands D (Disordered) and G (Graphite) at 1310 cm-1 and
1597 cm-1 respectively. The D-band seems to increase with the CNT content
indicating a higher content of damaged CNTs. This is confirmed by the evolution
of the integrated intensity ratio between the D and G-band in Fig. 7C. The ID/IG
ratio increases with increasing CNT content especially at the highest investigated
CNT content, i.e. 9 wt% .
In the following, the influence of the hot pressing temperature was investigated.
Thus the increase of the compaction temperature from 350 °C to 450 °C resulted
in higher hardness and density of the MMCs (Fig. 8A). However, using 450 °C
induced the formation of aluminium carbide (Al4C3) as shown in Fig.8B. No Al4C3
could be identified by XRD directly after milling.
A

B

Figure 8. A) Influence of compaction temperature on hardness and density of Al6061 based MMCs.
B) XRD indicating aluminium carbide (Al4C3 ) formation on 6 wt% CNT reinforced Al6061 MMC
after increasing compaction temperature to 450 °C [38].
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The 6xxx series alloys are normally heat treated to improve their mechanical
performances. Thus standard heat treatments T4, T6 and T5 were performed on
the investigated Al6061 matrix nanocomposites. Figure 9A describes the hardness
response after these heat treatments. No noticeable increase was observed for
composites. On the contrary, for 3 and 6 wt% CNT, the heat treatments (T4 and
T6) led to even a decrease of the composite hardness. For 9 wt% CNT, the
hardness was not influenced by none of the used heat treatments. Furthermore, the
relatively high temperature used during solution phase heat treatment (T4 and T6)
seemed to contribute to the formation of Al4C3 (Fig. 9B).

A

B

Figure 9. A) Hardness of Al6061 matrix MMCs regarding different heat treatments. B) XRD
pattern of 3 wt% CNT reinforced Al6061 depending on different heat treatments [38].

Rietveld refinement was performed to assess the crystallite size of heat treated
CNT-Al6061 MMCs. For solution phase heat treatments only T6 will be presented
as there was no significant difference on crystallite size between T4 and T6
treatments. The crystallite size increased while using high temperature solution
phase heat treatment for all the reinforcement quantities (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Calculated crystallite size of Al6061 matrix CNT composite with different heat
treatments used [38].
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Discussion
Mechanical milling was used to disperse high quantities (3, 6, 9 wt%) of MWCNTs into 4 different aluminium alloys to continue previous work on similar
contents of CNTs in pure aluminium matrix by Bradbury et al. [12]. High hardness
values and capability of dispersing up to 9 wt% CNTs into aluminium matrix was
achieved by the authors. The macro hardness of the Al-6 wt% CNT composite
increased more than threefold compared to the unreinforced aluminium bulk
compacted under the same conditions. A further increase of the CNT content up
to 9 wt% did not lead to higher hardness, on the contrary the hardness had
decreased.
Similar trend was noted with all the investigated aluminium alloys in this present
study. All the alloys that were milled and compacted under similar conditions
produced dense bulk samples and their hardness increased by a factor of 2 to 5
compared to the respective pure unmilled alloy. The highest hardness increase was
achieved with the Al6061 based composite with only 3 wt% CNTs reaching the
hardness up to 230 HV20 that is fivefold over the unmilled alloy (Fig. 7A).
Relatively high Disorder peaks seen on Raman spectra (Fig. 7B) and the increase
of the ID/IG ratio (Fig. 7C) indicate that CNTs were damaged by the high energy
ball impacts during processing. Higher content of CNTs will lead to more
damaged CNTs on the blend. On the opposite, Bradbury et al. [12] showed the the
ID/IG intensity ratio being almost constant for CNT content between 3 and 9 wt%
in pure aluminium. Authors then suggested that the CNTs are being covered by
the soft aluminium matrix protective layer during milling and thus protecting the
CNTs from further damages as also described by Choi et al. [40]. In present work,
the raw alloys are significantly harder than pure aluminium and the coverage of
the CNT should take longer, meaning raw CNTs are subjected for a longer time
to direct ball impacts.
Three alloys Al6061, AlMg5 and S790 (7xxx) possessed their highest hardness
for 3 wt% CNTs. At higher CNT concentrations, the hardness slightly decreased.
For the S250 (4xxx) alloy, the highest hardness was obtained with 6 wt% CNTs
(390 HV20), as in the case of pure aluminium matrices [10]. However for higher
CNT contents in the S250 alloy, a considerable decrease in hardness was observed
while in the case of pure aluminium the hardness did not decrease so much for 9
wt% CNT. This could be due to insufficient milling energy for dispersing high
content of CNT into S250-s hard matrix.
In order to optimise the hot pressing parameters, higher compacting temperature
was investigated with the Al6061 matrix. Increase in hardness and density of
MMCs was noticed with the increasing compaction temperature from 350 to 450
°C (Fig. 8A). However 450 °C induced the formation of Al4C3 (Fig. 8B) that could
lead to unwanted brittleness or corrosion issues of the produced MMC. Therefore
350 °C was selected as preferred option for CNT reinforced aluminium alloys.
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The 6xxx series alloys are normally precipitation heat treated to improve their
mechanical performances. However, no hardness improvement was observed
after standard heat treatments on our Al6061-CNT composites. Indeed, for lower
reinforcement contents (3 wt% and 6 wt%), the hardness even decreased slightly
after solution phase heat treatments. For 9 wt% reinforcement, the heat treatments
had no notable influence on the hardness of composites. The crystallite size of
matrix increased after T4 and T6 treatments (treatment temperature is 530 °C.
Considering the grain growth effect on Hall-Petch strengthening, it is not
surprising that the hardness decreases after the heat treatments. For high CNT
concentration, i.e. 9 wt%, even if the crystallite size increases after T4 and T6, the
hardness remains constant. No explanation could be proposed so far and further
investigations, especially structural characterizations are necessary. The lower
temperature artificial aging (T5) did not induce any change neither of the
crystallite size nor of the hardness whatever the reinforcement fractions (Fg.10A).
Conclusion
To conclude the study on CNT reinforced different aluminium alloys main points
are brought out. In order to improve hardness of aluminium alloys, high content
of MW-CNTs were successfully dispersed in 4 different aluminum alloys by high
energy planetary ball milling. The resulting composites were 3 to 5 times harder
than the pure alloy compacted under same conditions.
The hot pressing temperature was optimized. The higher pressing temperature of
450 °C led to higher hardness and density of MMC but also enhanced the
formation of Al4C3. Therefore 350 °C was proposed for direct uniaxial hot
pressing.
The standard heat treatments (T4, T5, and T6) performed typically on Al6061
were found to have no positive influence on the hardness of the investigated
nanocomposites. On the contrary in the case of 3 wt% and 6 wt% reinforcement
the hardness decreased after solution phase heat treatments (T4 and T6) possibly
due to crystallite size growth induced by elevated temperature. For 9 wt%, the
hardness remained at a high level after the high temperature treatments even after
crystallite size had increased.
This study demonstrated the effective ways to greatly increase hardness of
materials. To further tailor the properties of material, second study was conducted
to investigate the effect of different CNTs on single alloy matrix. As heat
treatment led to no improvement of MMC, the non-heat treatable AlMg5 was
chosen for the next study.
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3.2 Study of reinforcements
To focus on the influence of the added nano-reinforcement particles and to remove
the effect of heat treatments, the AlMg5 alloy was chosen as matrix [31].

3.2.1 CNT reinforced MMCs
Powder blends of different CNT-MMCs
Six CNTs with different morphologies (Fig. 4 and Table 1) were used to reinforce
AlMg5 alloy matrix. The study was conducted to investigate the effect of CNT
morphology (agglomerated or ordered), size (outer shell diameter and length of
the fibre) and the reinforcement content. The pristine CNTs were characterized
with Raman spectroscopy. All the raw CNTs show the distinctive G (Graphite)
and D (Disordered) bands at 1340 cm-1 and 1570 cm-1 respectively (Fig. 11A). The
integrated intensity ratio between these two bands ID/IG was between 0.1 and 1.2
(Fig. 11B) giving a relative information on the CNT quality. Larger ratio would
indicate higher number of defects and therefore lower quality of CNT. Among the
investigated raw CNTs, the Baytubes seem to have the largest number of defects
while the VGCF seem to have the fewest defects [31].
Initially AlMg5 matrix was milled with 1 vol% of all the CNTs for 6 hours to
recognize any differences in reinforcement capabilities. After 6h of high energy
ball milling, the ID/IG drastically increased and was in the range from 2.3 to 3.6
indicating an increase of disorder for all the blends. Nevertheless the Graphite
band was still present. Blends reinforced with CEA raw CNTs and VGCF had the
highest ratio values whereas blend reinforced with EPFL CNT had the lowest
value. However, there seem to be no direct correlation between the ratio before
and after milling [31].

Figure 11. A) Raman spectra showing the G- and D-band of the carbon nanotubes in the raw starting
CNTs. B) Typical ID/IG ratio for the investigated raw CNTs and 1 vol% CNT blends after 6h of high
energy milling [31]. Measurement uncertainty is counted, but the error bars are too small for visibility.
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All the 1 vol% CNT reinforced powder blends had equiaxial morphology with
particle sizes ranging from 30 to 50 µm after 6h of high energy ball milling with
Retsch PM400. All the powders possessed a micro-hardness around 200 HV0.15
(Fig. 12A), about 4 times higher than the non-milled starting alloy (50 HV0.15).
The blends made out of the EPFL recrystallized CNTs were in the same range as
unreinforced milled AlMg5 alloy particles and about 100 HV less than the other
blends. Due to the size of the powders relative to the indent print, the hardness
values are highly dispersed. The crystallite size of the powders and bulks is plotted
in Figure 12B. The raw non-milled alloy had an Al [111] crystallite size around
85 nm. During milling, even without any CNTs, the crystallite size of the starting
alloy decreased to 50 nm. A further decrease is observed with the addition of
CNTs with sizes between 30 and 36 nm. These trends are still observed after hot
compaction. Even if the crystallite size increased after the high temperature
process (CHC), all the composite materials exhibited an average crystallite size
between 74 and 91 nm while the non-reinforced alloys had Al crystallites at 190
and 140 nm for non-milled and milled conditions respectively [31].

Figure 12. A) Micro hardness of composite powders. B) Al crystallite size of powders and bulks.
Standard deviation of measurement was under 1 nm [31]. Error is counted, but error bars are too
small for visibility.

Bulk composites
After compaction (CHC) all the bulks had densities from 2.70 to 2.75 g·cm-3,
meaning higher than the theoretical density (2.64). To verify the origin of higher
density, measurements of the oxygen and carbon were measured. The contents in
different bulks indicated a content of 1±0.02 wt% of O2 and 1±0.01 wt% of C
whatever the CNT used indicating to slight oxidation during high temperature
compaction at 550 °C. The carbon content was concurrent with the added CNT
and SA content, meaning no additional carbon was entering during processing.
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The hot compacted pure AlMg5 alloy had a hardness around 60 HV20 (Fig. 13)
which is in agreement with values typically referenced for this alloy. Milling the
pure alloy with stearic acid for 6 h still increased the hardness to 120 HV. The
addition of 1 vol% of CNT further improved the hardness and values between 170
and 190 HV20 were measured. This corresponds to a threefold increase compared
to the unmilled pure alloy. For comparison, the highest strength commercial 5xxx
alloy, AA5083 strain hardened to an extra hard condition (H19) exhibits typically
120 HV20 that is similar to the 6 h milled pure AlMg5 alloy and lower than here
developed CNT reinforced AlMg5 composites.

Figure 13. Macro hardness of the compacted materials. The dashed line at 120 HV corresponds to the
value reported for an industrial AA5083-H19 for comparison [31].

A similar enhancement was observed for the tensile strength of the materials.
Whatever the investigated CNTs, the tensile properties of the composites were in
the same range with UTS around 500 to 600 MPa and elongation at rupture around
1%. A representative stress-strain curve of the AlMg5-1 vol% Baytubes is
presented in Figure 14 together with the response of the hot compacted pure
AlMg5 alloy obtained from raw and milled powders. The hot pressed AlMg5 alloy
had an ultimate strength around 200 MPa and an elongation at rupture of 20 to
25%. High energy ball milling increased the UTS by a factor of 2 to 400 MPa. For
comparison, the commercially available high strength alloy AA5083 reaches UTS
values around 420 MPa but with an elongation at rupture around 5%.
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Figure 14. Typical tensile strength-strain curves of different bulk AlMg5 based materials as a function
of ball milling and addition of reinforcement [31].

Extensive TEM analyses were performed on the compacted AlMg5-1 vol% CNT
composites for giving a representative picture of the composites. At least 6 TEM
samples were prepared for each investigated composite to provide sufficient area
of investigation. No excessive agglomeration of CNTs could then be observed
even for Baytubes that are delivered as highly agglomerated powders. The CNT
dispersion is similar to the one presented in Figure 21C for higher carbon nanotube
contents. Al4C3 structures could be however seen (Fig.15). In Figure 15B, it
appears that some aluminium carbide is formed by the partial reaction of CNT
with Al as already described in literature [14–17] Moreover, from TEM analyses,
it seems that the CNTs were shortened to lengths between 80 and 300 nm. An
average grain size of aluminium around 80 to 90 nm could be measured that is in
agreement with the crystallite size determined with XRD. No preferential
orientation of the CNTs could be observed. Similar random orientations were also
reported by Suryanarayana et al. for nanotubes reinforced metal matrix
composites [2].

Figure 15. A) Al4C3and CNT visible in MMC B) Partial conversion of Al4C3 from CNT [31].
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Influence of milling duration
To investigate the effect of milling time the Baytubes CNTs were used as
reinforcement with content of 1 vol%. The particles become flattened and larger
than the starting AlMg5 powder after 1 h milling (Fig. 16). After 4 h milling,
particles achieved equiaxed morphology and the mean particle size becomes
similar to the starting powder. Further increasing the milling time, induced a
growth by agglomeration of the particles. After 20 h of milling, a very large
particle size distribution was observed with small (a few tens of microns) and very
large particles, over 200 m. Under the investigated parameters, the optimum
milling duration is ranging from 4 to 6 h (Fig. 16).

Figure 16. Influence of milling time on the particle size and morphology of the AlMg5–1 vol%
Baytubes blends. Scale bars are all 200 µm [31].

The damage of the CNTs during milling can be seen on Figure 17. The Raman
spectra measured on the blends shows the evolution of the disorder D peak and
graphitic G peak as a function of the milling time (Fig. 17A). The ID/IG ratio
increases continuously with the milling time (Fig. 17B) indicating damage
towards CNTs. Nevertheless the G peak is still existing after 20 h of milling
suggesting that there is still CNTs existing in the MMC [31].
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Figure 17. Influence of the milling time of AlMg5-1Vol% Baytube reinforced composite on the G- and
D-band (A) and on ID/IG (B) [31]. Measurement uncertainty is counted, but error bars are too small
for visibility.

The blends compacted with technique 2 had a density ranging from 103 to 104%
of theoretical density whatever the milling time used. The bulk macro hardness
showed a maximum around 170 HV20 from 2 to 4 h of milling and decreases for
longer milling times (Fig. 18). The UTS however reaches a plateau at 500 MPa
from 2 to 20 h of milling. The elongation at rupture was around 1% for all the
investigated milling times. In the case of 20 h, only 1 tensile specimen out of 3
could be successfully tested due to early brittle rupture between the tensile
machine grips.

Figure 18. Influence of milling time on hardness and ultimate tensile strength of bulk composites [31].
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Influence of the CNT content.
To further investigate the influence of the agglomeration state of the starting
material on its dispersion by milling, two types of CNTs were selected: the VGCF
as less agglomerated large diameter CNTs and the Baytubes as highly
agglomerated smaller diameter CNTs. The content of reinforcement material was
increased from 1 to 5 vol%. The milling time was varied from 1 to 20 h and the
other processing parameters were kept constant.
After 1 h of milling the blend made out of VGCF CNTs had a flake-like
morphology (Fig. 19). Homogeneous particle size distribution of roughly 35 µm
is achieved after 10 h of milling. Increasing milling time to 20 h leads to a mean
particle size growth up to about 70 µm. For the highly agglomerated Baytubes
CNTs, the powder morphology evolution is similar to the VGCF-based blends.
The measured density of the compacted composite bulks was in any case slightly
over 100% of theoretical density regardless of which reinforcement was used. The
oxygen content of the bulks was measured around 1 wt% while the carbon content
reached around 4.6 wt%. With higher CNT MMCs, the more aluminium carbide
is expected to form, compared to the composites reinforced with only 1 wt% of
CNT.

Figure 19. Evolution of powder morphology of AlMg5-5 vol% VGCF blends compared to the pure
alloy powder as a function of milling time [31].

The ultimate tensile strength of composites was differing noticeably regarding the
milling time. The UTS of the composites reinforced with 5 vol% VGCF increased
with milling time, reaching a maximum after 4 to 6 h at about 500 MPa and then
decreased. In the case of 5 vol% Baytube reinforced composites however, the UTS
had a maximum of 400 to 450 MPa after 1 to 2 h of milling. After 4 h of milling
the UTS was decreased to about 280 MPa and increased slightly again after 20 h
of milling but reached only about 380 MPa. In all the cases, the elongation at
rupture was below 1%, being lower than in the case of 1 vol% of CNT
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reinforcement. Moreover the modest UTS values could be attributed to very low
ductility of materials as among the three tensile specimens tested, often one or
even two of them broke without reaching a plastic deformation zone. The
composites reinforced with 5 vol% CNTs are very brittle.
In terms of hardness, for both types of CNTs, the hardness increased with the
milling time and seems to level off at similar values around 260 HV after 6 to 10
h of milling. It is worth to note that the 1 h milled flake-like powder observed in
blends made with VGCF (Fig. 19) resulted in the lowest bulk hardness values,
being even softer than pure AlMg5 alloy (Fig. 20A).

Figure 20. A) Hardness and UTS of 5 vol% VGCF reinforced composite compared to the pure AlMg5
alloy. B) Hardness and UTS of 5 vol% Baytube CNT reinforced composite compared to the pure
AlMg5 alloy [31].

Compared to 1 vol% reinforcement, the composites reinforced with 5 vol%
seemed to be have more CNT agglomerations as discovered by STEM (Fig.
21A,B). However, regarding the dispersion of the Baytubes and the VGCF in the
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composites, no significant differences can be seen. The global CNT reinforcement
distribution can be considered homogeneous (Fig.21C).

Figure 21. A,B) Agglomeration in 5 vol% Baytube reinforced composite. C) Al4C3 and CNT
distribution in 5 vol% VGCF reinforced composite [31].

As higher reinforcement content led to highly brittle and thus unfavourable
material for structural applications, lower amount of reinforcement was then
investigated. Thus 0.5 vol% of Baytubes was dispersed in AlMg5 alloy through
high energy milling for 6 h. The resulting blends were equiaxed and homogeneous
with a mean particle size around 50 m.
The tensile strength of the bulk AlMg5-0.5 vol% Baytube composites was the
highest achieved (Table 3). Indeed 720 MPa could be achieved; however, no
improvement regarding the ductility could be measured.
Table 3. Properties of Baytubes reinforced AlMg5 composites [31].
Composition

Hardness
HV20

UTS
[MPa]

YS
[MPa]

Young’s
modulus
[GPa]

Elongation
[%]

AlMg5 unmilled

60 ± 0

215 ± 5

115 ± 5

84

21 ± 2

AlMg5 6h milled

120 ± 3

417 ± 8

370 ± 5

86

5.5 ± 0.8

AlMg5 – 0.5 vol% CNT

200 ± 2

723 ± 15

644 ± 8

90

1 ± 0.2

AlMg5 – 1 vol% CNT

165 ± 2

555 ± 5

500 ± 3

86

1.2 ± 0.5

AlMg5 – 5 vol% CNT

203 ± 2

460 ± x

456 ± x

80

0.2 ± x

x – 2 out of 3 tensile samples broke between the grips due to extreme brittleness.

Discussion
After optimising process parameters, high hardness and UTS could be obtained to
AlMg5 alloy reinforced with CNTs. Indeed, the hardness increases up from 60 to
200 HV and a tensile strength around 720 MPa could be achieved with only
0.5 vol% of CNTs dispersed in the AlMg5 matrix. Similar strength has been
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reported by other authors after dispersing 5 vol% of B4C nanoparticles into a very
similar 5083 Al-alloy [41]. But to reach a tensile strength of 755 MPa, the authors
had to use a more complicated processing procedure involving cryomilling, hivacuum degassing and hot isostatic pressing (HIP) followed by extrusion. In
current study, authors achieved similar mechanical properties with a considerably
simpler processing technique. The mechanical strength achieved is 2 to 3 times
above the highest values reported for commercial 5xxx alloys even after extensive
work hardening processing steps.
From the mechanical strength of the material and the microscopy analyses, it
appears that the used high energy ball milling process enabled to disperse
effectively dry CNTs into the Al-alloy matrix without any pre-treatment or
functionalization. Furthermore, the nature as well as the initial agglomeration state
of the CNTs did not play a key role in the mechanical response of the nanoreinforced composites. Indeed, similar mechanical properties could be achieved
for blends obtained using highly agglomerated Baytubes as well as CNTs that
were mostly ordered and not agglomerated. This could be explained by the effect
of the milling media impacts on the CNTs. The shocks between the powders and
the balls induced shortening of the CNTs, leading to a de-agglomeration. The
shortened CNTs were then easily dispersed into the soft matrix. The shortening
and damaging of CNTs during the milling process have been already reported by
other authors [13, 40]. Besides the dispersion of reinforcement, the high energy
milling had another important effect for the composites strengthening. The
crystallite size of the aluminium matrix was decreased significantly by work
hardening and reached a similar value for all the CNTs investigated. Considering
the grain-size refinement strengthening mechanism (Hall-Petch effect) [12, 21], it
is not surprizing that the strength of the AlMg5-CNT composites were enhanced
by a factor of 2 to 3. Strengthening mechanisms are further described in the
paragraph 3.4. High energy milling itself already decreased the crystallite size of
the matrix by a factor of two and the addition of CNTs further induced a decrease
of the Al-crystallites. The temperature during hot compaction process obviously
lead to an increase of the crystallites but the growth was more limited with
reinforced materials. This could be due to the pinning effect of the nanomaterial
at the crystallite boundaries as reported by some authors [42]. The high brittleness
of materials was still the problem to be solved. Compared to previous study, the
samples could already be tensile tested (during previous study samples were too
brittle for UTS tests), but the fracture at rupture was still around 1 to 2% being
still not enough for industrial applications.
The milling duration was investigated and the competition between cold welding
and fracturing during ball milling was clearly observed. First the soft aluminium
alloy powder was flattened and starting to cold weld leading to particle growth.
After reaching a certain work hardening induced by the ball impacts, the particles
started to fracture. This is a well-known procedure of ductile-brittle milling
procedure [6]. In this study we could further observe that the powders started to
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agglomerate again after longer milling durations but this did not affect the
mechanical performances of the composites. The fact that short milling times lead
to a poor mechanical strength could be explained by the combination of flaky
shapes, softer particles and heterogeneous CNT dispersion. Liu et al. had also
reported that short milling time or low milling energies lead to a covering of the
aluminium particles with CNTs and longer times (higher energy) are required to
embed the CNTs into the matrix particles [13].
The efficiency of the investigated milling parameters were however limited to low
CNT contents. Indeed at 5 vol% of CNT, some clusters could be observed and
several tensile specimen broke earlier than others. The composites were then
highly brittle. This has been also reported by Esawi et al. [43]. Typically values
between 1 and 5 vol% of CNT reinforcement are reported in the literature for
similar powder metallurgical approaches [2].
Some formation of aluminium carbide was observed but the reaction only
appeared during the hot compaction step. After milling even up to 20 h, no Al4C3
could be detected even with high energy X-rays. In some cases, only the surface
of the CNT is converted into aluminium carbide as observed by Perez-Bustamante
et al. [15] and Ci et al. [16].
Conclusion
Aluminium alloy AlMg5 was reinforced with six different CNTs by planetary ball
milling, powder degassing, and uniaxial hot compaction.
The nature of the CNT or their starting agglomeration states did not play a notable
role in the mechanical performance of the fabricated composites. With all the
investigated CNTs, outstanding mechanical strengths were achieved. The highest
UTS values around 720 MPa were achieved with the lowest CNT content (0.5
vol%). This is exceeding 2 to 3 times the highest values reported for 5xxx series
Al-alloys. The elaborated composites however are still brittle with elongation at
rupture around 1 to 2 %.
The importance of milling time was investigated and it was concluded that
uniaxial hot pressing is insufficient for compacting flake like powders resulting
from short milling times. The longer milled blends with equiaxed morphologies
were compacted successfully.
High energy ball milling leads to a decrease by a factor of 2 of the aluminium
crystallite size. No strong clustering of the nanomaterials could be observed by
electron microscopy.
This study demonstrated the effective ways to increase hardness and strength of
materials via reinforcing it with different CNTs. The problem of limited ductility
remained and this was addressed more thoroughly in next study.
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3.2.2 Al2O3 reinforced MMCs
As carbon based reinforcement materials led to formation of hard but brittle
aluminium carbide, also known for its poor corrosion resistance, aluminium oxide
nanoparticles were proposed as reinforcement material to investigate how to tailor
the composites ductility. Therefore AlMg5 alloy was mixed with 1 vol% Al2O3
(Alu65) nanoparticles using Retsch PM400 planetary ball-mill with standard
milling procedures (described in section 2.2), varying the milling time and PCA.
Two surfactants, the stearic acid and heptane were used. The stearic acid
(CH3(CH2)16CO2H) avoids the agglomeration of the particles due to the long
molecular chain. Stearic acid has an affinity towards the surface of Alumina (Fig.
22) and due to its long C- chain is a very good potential candidate as surfactant
for the alumina reinforcement nanoparticles. Heptane (C7H16) in other hand have
less carbon content meaning introducing less carbon to the composite system. But
as heptane has no particular affinity to aluminium or its oxide, then heptane is also
less effective as PCA, meaning more heptane is needed to be effective.

Figure 22. Schematic adsorption of SA on an alumina surface [4].

It was found out that using heptane as PCA led to equiaxed particles in shorter
milling times than when using stearic acid. However, mechanical strength was
superior when using SA compared to heptane (Fig. 23). The crystallite size was
measured using XRD and is presented along other mechanical properties in Table
4. As can be seen in Table 4, heptane as PCA leads to smaller crystallite sizes and
an increase of the mechanical strength of the AlMg5-1 vol% Alu65 composite
already after the blend was milled for 6 hours. Nevertheless the hardness does not
increase and the crystallite size is not decreased while prolonging the milling.
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On the contrary, milling with SA as PCA induces a constant increase in hardness
and decrease in crystallite size until 20 h of milling. Further increasing the milling
time to 30 h leads indeed to an increase in hardness, but ductility was reduced
compared to 20 h milling. Therefore optimised milling duration was considered
to be 20 h.

Figure 23. Influence of PCA and milling time on powder morphology and mechanical properties. a,
b, c were milled with heptane while d, e, f were milled with stearic acid. g and h correspond to UTS of
samples milled with heptane or stearic acid respectively.
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Table 4. Mechanical properties and crystallite size of AlMg5-1 vol% Alu65 composites.
Scherrer

HV

UTS

Elongation

[HV20]

[MPa]

[%]

AlMg5 unmilled

60

210

22

200

AlMg5 6h (hept)

120

420

5.5

100

1 vol%Alu65 6h SA

80

270

6

175

1 vol%Alu65 10h SA

140

510

2.8

120

1 vol%Alu65 20h SA

170

620

3.6

75

1 vol%Alu65 30h SA

180

600

1.9

80

1 vol%Alu65 6h hept

130

450

3.2

90

1 vol%Alu65 10h hept

130

420

4.7

90

1 vol%Alu65 20h hept

120

400

8

105

Composition

crystallite
Size [nm]

The mechanical properties of bulks compacted from powders with different
morphology varied largely. As can be seen in Table 4, the 6h milled composite
using stearic acid as PCA led to mechanical strength of only 270 MPa, while the
same composite milled for 20 h led to UTS of 620 MPa. There was also a clear
difference on powder morphology (Fig. 23), therefore the fracture surfaces of UTS
samples were also investigated (Fig. 24). In Figure 24 and Table 4 one can see a
connection between flake powder morphology, large crystallite size, fracture
surface containing pulled-out flakes and low UTS value. And in the same time
similar connection is clear between equiaxed powder morphology, reduced
crystallite size, fracture surface with dimple fractures and high UTS value.
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Figure 24. Powder cross sections, stress-strain curves and fracture surfaces of 6 h and 20 h milled
AlMg5-1vol%Alu65 composite.

In order to gain information on the importance of content of PCA, a study was
conducted with clear excess of stearic acid in AlMg5-1Alu65 composite. Blends
were milled for 6 to 30 h with 1.5 wt%, 2.25 wt% and 3 wt% PCA. It was expected
that such excess of stearic acid leads to a covering of the alumina particles with
several layers of molecules, thus inhibiting powders ability to cold weld, leading
to flake-like particles.
Estimations of the SA amount necessary for full coverage of the alumina
nanoparticles was made based on an alumina adsorption area for each SA
molecule of 0.3 x 0.3 nm [4] and on the BET particle specific area measurements.
The calculations showed that the 1 vol% of 23 nm particles would require one
third of the PCA respectively for reinforcement. This estimation is formulated by
assuming a complete coverage of the reinforcement particles with a monolayer of
SA, and is hence an upper boundary to the amount of PCA adsorbed on the
reinforcement. As stearic acid does probably melt due to heating during ballmilling and hence be able to have contact with the whole alumina particles surface,
it is important to take this phenomenon into account.
Heptane, does not have any functional group; it is only composed of a carbon and
hydrogen backbone. This, combined with its relatively low molecular weight
means that it will probably neither adsorb at the surface of alumina, nor at the
fresh aluminium fracture surfaces. Therefore, it does not have a localized
lubrication effect like SA, but will rather lead to a more statistical distribution.
This explains why a 10-fold amount of heptane is used compared to SA. It does
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probably not impede too much cold-welding between particles, but reduce the
efficiency of ball impacts by introducing sliding between balls and particles. This
could be the reason for a lower grain refinement and work-hardening compared to
milling with SA. The crystallite sizes for all millings done with heptane and 23 nm
particles (or even pure AlMg5 powder) are indeed very similar (49 nm for powder
crystallites), and comparatively higher than in millings conducted with SA for 20h
(35 nm).

Figure 25. Powder morphology of 30 h milled AlMg5-1 vol% Alu65 blend with; A) 1.5 wt% stearic
acid, B)2.25 wt% stearic acid, C) 3wt% stearic acid as PCA.

A TEM study of AlMg5-1 vol% Alu65, 20h bulk samples was carried out on
samples cut from tensile specimens. Considering the low representativeness of
TEM analyses, 6 samples were prepared and many images were taken. These
characterizations revealed mainly homogenously distributed nanoparticles, but
also some agglomerates of alumina nanoparticles and aluminium carbide (Al4C3)
as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26. TEM analysis of AlMg5-1 vol%Alu65 composite made out of the 20 h milled blend, showing
Al2O3 nanoparticles and some formation of Al4C3 phase.
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Conclusions
To conclude the study on oxide based reinforcement, it could be stated that it is
beneficial to use Al2O3 nanoparticles as reinforcement due to increased ductility
with retained high strength. The powder metallurgy approach used was promising
to produce aluminium matrix composites with attractive mechanical properties.
The ductility was improved compared to composites reinforced with CNTs while
the UTS remained high.
The importance of PCA for milling of AlMg5 with a low volume fraction of
alumina reinforcement has been established. Milling the alloy with 1 vol% of
reinforcement and 15 wt% heptane did not provide fine powder morphology for
any of the milling times investigated in this report. The crystallite size did not
reduce enough to contribute to strengthening, therefore these composites never
reached a UTS higher than 450 MPa.
Milling AlMg5 with alumina nanoparticles and 1.5 wt% SA leads to different
powder morphologies, from flakes to very fine equiaxed particles as the milling
time increases. This behaviour, which depends on the amount of reinforcement
particles, their size and the milling time, is attributed to the adsorption of SA on
the alumina surface. Therefore, one has to tailor the level of SA addition for
different particle sizes and volume fraction by calculating the amount necessary
for full coverage of the alumina reinforcement particles with adequate surplus of
PCA to hinder excessive cold welding. Furthermore, for a fixed amount of stearic
acid (no additional SA introduced during milling), increase milling time
progressively destroys and entraps SA in particles leading to shortage of PCA.
A link between powder morphology and tensile properties could thus be
established, and it was found that the best suited morphology for composites
compacted by hot pressing is a homogeneous blend composed of small and
equiaxed particles. The previous conclusions on the role of stearic acid on milling
can be used to obtain this morphology.

3.3 Milling and hot pressing. The cube milling
A new milling system, called cube mill, consisting of a square vessel moving in
planetary movement was used to increase the milling energy and thereby
shortening the milling time required for optimized powder morphology [37].
Optimization of milling parameters for cube mill was carried out based on the
theory proposed by Fogagnolo et al. [6]. The milling was considered to be
completed, after equiaxed powder morphology was achieved together with
uniform particle size. After only three hours of milling with the cube mill,
equiaxed powder morphology with uniform particle size was achieved. This is
about six times faster than milling with a Retsch PM400 planetary ball mill that
required up to 20 h for achieving similar milling state of the same composite
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blend. For both milling systems, the mean particle size of the milled powder was
about 40 µm (Fig. 27).

Figure 27. Examples of milled A-1.0np composite blends: A) blend milled with Retsch PM400 for 20
h [44]; B) blend milled with cube mill for 3 h [37]

After compaction, all the bulks possessed a density between 2.66 to 2.70 g/cm3,
being close to the theoretical densities (2.64-2.66 g/cm3 depending on the
reinforcement content). The amount of O2 was measured before and after
compacting and no significant oxidation was detected after high temperature
compaction process (CHC) [Fig. 7,[37]].
The microstructure of compacted materials was characterised using EBSD, TKD
and TEM to gain information about grain size, size distribution and orientation.
The measured grain sizes and area fractions are presented in Table 5, while EBSD
and TEM micrographs are shown in Fig. 28 and Fig. 30. The grains were measured
in both axes relative to compacting direction, but no preferential orientation was
observed. Unmilled AlMg5 (sample A_un) had an average grain size of 25 µm
(Fig. 28A). No submicron grains were found; therefore it was considered that
A_un had 100% coarse grain structure. The fraction of low angle grain boundaries
recorded was relatively high for A_un (Fig. 29). After high energy milling, the
fine grain structure appeared on A_m sample, exposing a bimodal grain structure
consisting of both FG and CG areas (Fig. 28B). The amount of HAGB increased
with a simultaneous decrease of LAGB, compared to A_un (Fig. 29). A similar
microstructure was also seen for A-0.2np. Both A_m and A-0.2np had about 10%
of FG area with grain size of 400 nm and remaining CG area with the grain size
of 10 µm (see Table 5). After increasing the reinforcement content to 0.3 vol%
(sample A-0.3np), the average size of coarse grains decreased to around 5 µm with
concurrent increase of FG area to 50% (Fig. 3C). The grain size in the FG area
decreased under the detection limits of conventional EBSD (dark unindexed area
in Fig. 28C) therefore TEM was used to measure the average grain size of 300 nm
for FG area. Further increase of the Al2O3 reinforcement induced a reduction of
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the grains size and an increase of the FG area. Conventional EBSD was unable to
sufficiently index grains with composites having reinforcement content 0.4 vol%
(Fig. 28D) or higher, therefore TKD and TEM were used on these composites
(Fig. 30). Average grain size in the CG area was reduced down to 1.4 µm for A0.4np and 1.2 µm for A-0.5np (Fig. 30). No further grain refinement was recorded
in CG area when increasing the nanoparticle content up to 1 vol% (A-1np, Fig.30).
Both TEM and TKD gave a grain size around 250 nm for the fine grains (FG) for
composites with reinforcement higher than 0.4 vol%. With the reinforcement
volume fraction increasing, the amount of LAGB was reduced while the
proportion of HAGB increased (Fig. 29) [37].

Table 5. Grain sizes and their surface fractions [37].

Composition

Size of fine
grains [µm]
dFG

Size of
coarse
grains [µm]
dCG

Area
fraction of
fine grains
[%]
fFG

Calculated average grain
size
D = (fCG x dCG) + (fFG x
dFG) [µm]

A_un

-

25.00 ± 1.30

0

25.00

A_m

0.40 ± 0.02

10.00 ± 0.50

10

9.40

A-0.2np

0.40 ± 0.02

10.00 ± 0.50

10

9.40

A-0.3np

0.30 ± 0.02

5.00 ± 0.30

50

2.65

A-0.4np

0.25 ± 0.01

1.40 ± 0.07

70

0.60

A-0.5np

0.25 ± 0.01

1.20± 0.06

80

0.44

A-1.0np

0.25 ± 0.01

1.20± 0.06

90

0.34
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Figure 28. EBSD presenting GC regions: A) A_un consists only of CG; B) A_m showing bimodal
grain structure with FG and CG regions; C) A-0.3np grain size have reduced and FG fraction (dark
unindexed area) have increased with increasing reinforcement content; D) CG fraction have reduced
significantly on A-0.4np with concurrent increase of FG content [37].

Figure 29. GBMA area fractions showing decrease of LAGB-s and increase of HAGB-s with milling
and increasing reinforcement content [37].
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Figure 30. TKD maps with comparing TEM micrograph presenting FG regions of: A, C) A-0.4np;
and B, D) A-1np composite [37].

To characterise the formation of Al4C3 on powder blends and the bulks, XRD was
used. Al4C3 could be detrimental to the corrosion resistance and mechanical
properties of the produced composites and is therefore unwanted. The Al4C3
phases could be observed only after the powder had undergone the CHC but not
after high energy milling (Fig. 31). XRD data show a noticeable decrease of the
crystallite size after milling from 90 to less than 40 nm. For all the composites the
crystallite size after milling was indeed 30 to 40 nm. After hot compaction, the
crystallite size increased about twofold whatever the composition of the material,
reaching values around 90 - 100 nm. Finally, a shift of high angle peaks to higher
2 angles was observed, suggesting a release of residual strain during CHC (Fig.
31).
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Figure 31. XRD of A-0.4np indicating crystallite growth (peak narrowing), formation of Al4C3 during
CHC and release of residual strains (peaks are shifted after CHC) [37].

The highest mechanical strength of the investigated composites was achieved with
the 1 vol% reinforcement content. Thus, Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) of 562
MPa, Yield Strength (YS) of 527 MPa and hardness of 160 HV20 were measured.
However, this composite presented an elongation at rupture of 4 % (Fig. 32A)
limiting their industrial applications. Reduced reinforcement contents led to lower
tensile strength but to higher elongation at rupture (Table 6). Indeed already
milling the unreinforced AlMg5 alloy (sample A_m) increased the hardness, UTS
and YS as compared to unmilled AlMg5 (sample A_un) even if some minor
decrease of elongation was noted. No additional strengthening was observed using
only 0.2 vol% alumina nanoparticles over unreinforced A_m sample. Prominent
increase of strength starts once reinforcement content increased to 0.3 vol% and
above. Moreover, stress-strain curves show that UTS and YS values had become
closer with increased reinforcement content, indicating to a poor additional strain
hardening capability (Fig. 32A). A ductile fracture was confirmed by investigating
fracture surfaces of UTS samples. A number of micro dimples and nucleated
micro voids were found on the fracture surfaces of tested tensile specimens being
an evidence of ductile fracture [45]. A typical fracture surface containing
numerous dimples is presented for sample A-0.4np in Fig. 32B [37].
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Table 6. Mechanical properties of compacted materials with standard commercial AA5083-H19
properties added for comparison [37].
UTS

YS

Elongation

Hardness

[MPa]

[MPa]

[%]

HV20

A_un (unmilled)

300±4

125±2

24.1±1.7

80±1

A_m (milled)

404±2

290±14

19.0±0.4

125±2

A-0.2np

399±2

285±6

19.2±0.5

119±1

A-0.3np

429±6

340±33

14.9±2.4

127±4

A-0.4np

466±7

426±26

11.0±1.9

141±3

A-0.5np

483±16

455±25

9.5±1

148±6

A-1.0np

562±6

527±21

4.0±1.3

158±6

AA5083-H19

420

370

5

120

Composition

Figure 32. A) Stress-strain curves of cube milled and hot pressed bulks demonstrated an increase of
UTS and YS with the reinforcement content increasing in conjunction with the reduction of ductility;
B) dimples on the fracture surface indicating ductile fracture of A-0.4np [37].

High temperature testing
Obtained mechanical properties induced interest on high temperature capabilities
of current material. Therefore annealing at 450 °C for 2 h under vacuum was
conducted to compacted samples (Fig. 33). Interestingly after the samples had
cooled down to room temperature, the mechanical properties were essentially the
same as without annealing indicating a good high temperature stability.
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Figure 33. Tensile stress-strain curves of A-0.4np after compaction and after subsequent annealing at
450 °C for 2 h (A-0.4np-HT).

In order to verify the strength at high temperature, tensile tests were conducted at
200 °C (Table 7). It could be stated that the strength of material is reduced during
high temperature, and even more dramatically for the reinforced composites.
Interestingly tough the reinforced composite seems to have near superplastic
properties, demonstrating elongation up to 44 % for A-0.5np composite.
Table 7. Tensile properties of samples tested at room temperature (RT) and at 200 °C [46].
Composition

YS [MPa]

UTS [MPa]

Elongation [%]

RT

200 °C

RT

200 °C

RT

200 °C

A_um

135±2

116±1

300±4

141±1

22±2

12±1

A_m

289±14

161±1

401±4

182±2

19±1

4±1

A-0.5np

455±25

73±2

483±16

108±5

10±1

44±5

RT – room temperature

The high temperature testing leads to interesting results indicating that the
produced composites are having near superplastic and relatively soft state at
elevated temperature (200 °C). But even after holding the composite at Tm0.8 (450
°C) for 2 h, once cooled down to room temperature, the previous mechanical
properties are restored.
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Discussion
Using a simple fabrication procedure leads to outstanding hardness and strength
of aluminium nanocomposites. Indeed, twofold increase in hardness from 80 to
160 HV20 and fourfold increase in tensile yield strength from 125 to 530 MPa
could be achieved with only 1 vol% of Al2O3 nanoparticles dispersed in the
AlMg5 matrix (Table 6). The strength alone was not the whole story. The obtained
combined strength and ductility was higher than reported for commercial 5xxx
alloys (Fig. 34). Compared to CNT reinforced MMCs involved in current thesis,
the strength achieved was slightly lower, but fivefold increase in elongation was
achieved, making the material industrially usable. Higher strength has been
achieved also before by other authors, but all of these researchers have used
secondary processing steps such as HIP, forging or extrusion after initial
compaction to overcome the native oxide layer on particle surfaces and induce
ductility [2, 47–49]. In current work a technique was proposed which allows to
obtain similar mechanical properties for near net shaped objects with only one
step compaction process [37].
Achieved outstanding mechanical properties together with microscopy analyses
indicated that cube milling is a more efficient high energy ball-milling process
than planetary ball-milling with cylindrical vessels. The cube shaped vessels
seemed to have advantages over cylindrical walled milling vessels. Authors
proposed that the main advantages are coming from impact forces when milling
balls are hitting flat wall over shearing forces presented by round shaped vessels
during ball milling.
Knowing that applying heat to cold worked metal leads to recrystallization and
grain growth [50], which in term is linked to a decrease of the strength, as
described by the Hall-Petch mechanism, a sufficient time and temperature is still
required for degassing and successful compacting the milled aluminium
composite blend [39]. Compromise parameters for temperature and time of the
compaction heating cycle were therefore chosen. A twofold growth in crystallite
size and some strain release from cold worked blend, which was also reported by
Wagih et al. [51], was detected with XRD after compacting the composite blend
(Fig. 6 in [37]). Additionally, elevated temperature of CHC led to the formation
of Al4C3 (Fig. 9A in [37]) that could be disadvantageous due to possible
occurrence of galvanic corrosion between carbon and Al materials in the
composite [52].
The microstructure was thoroughly investigated and the uniaxially hot pressed
samples having an isotropic grain structure was confirmed. The unmilled AlMg5
alloy (A_un) possessed mainly coarse grained microstructure with an average
grain size of 25 µm (Fig. 28A and Table 5) and a large amount of low angle grain
boundaries compared to the other materials (Fig. 29). Hot pressing in a uniaxial
press was not providing sufficient cold work i.e. severe plastic deformation, so the
assumption could be made that the compacts were in annealed state. Three hours
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of high energy milling without reinforcement reduced the size of coarse grains
and introduced regions of fine grains, leading to a bimodal grain microstructure.
The amount of LAGBs was reduced and inversely HAGBs increased. Adding 0.2
vol% reinforcement to the matrix induced neither significant changes in the
microstructure nor in the mechanical properties compared to A_m. From 0.3 vol%
onwards, the amount of fine grains increased drastically with the decrease of grain
size in both FG and CG regions. Also, the amount of HAGBs increased due to
strain hardening. Even though the grain size further decreased with the
reinforcement content increasing up to 1 vol%, the main structure remained
bimodal with a certain amount of micron sized coarse grains and submicron sized
fine grains (Fig. 30). The mechanical strength increased with the reinforcement
content while the ductility and the fraction of LAGBs decreased. This being in
agreement with the literature stating that LAGBs are unfavourable for blocking
dislocation movement over grain boundary, therefore providing ductility [27, 28].
In this study the exact effect of grain boundary orientation regarding plasticity was
difficult to distinguish, as simultaneously volume fraction of nanoparticles is
changed.
Under TEM investigations of the composites, several aluminium carbide
structures were observed (Fig. 33A). XRD analyses confirmed these observations
and indicated Al4C3 formation during the CHC process not during milling (Fig. 6
in [37]). TEM also revealed several rows of γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles that seem to
have formed from the native oxide layer being present on the surface of milled
particles (Fig. 33A and 33B). Balog et al. have described similar oxide
nanoparticles at compacted particle boundaries for unmilled aluminium particles
processed by hot pressing. The authors have described how the native amorphous
oxide layer transformed into γ-Al2O3 at temperatures above 450 °C [42, 53].
Similar to Balog et al., author of this study supposes that these rows of γ-Al2O3
nanoparticles result from the breaking of the native oxide layer covering the
particles during milling, followed by recrystallization during the high temperature
cycle (Fig. 33C). Whereas Balog et al. were using monograin particles to simplify
understanding of this process, in our case, the milled powder particles included
several hundred grains and therefore the crystallized particles are not surrounding
every single grain.
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Figure 33. A) A-0.4np shows random distribution of nano-reinforcement. Al4C3 emerged from the
reaction between stearic acid and aluminium. Native oxide layer crystallized to γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles.
B) γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles formed from native oxide layer; C) proposed scheme for formation of
nanoparticles from native oxide layer [37].

The fabricated composites possessed superior strength and ductility over any 5xxx
and 6xxx series alloys. The UTS of some commercial alloys of named series are
presented together with results from the study in Figure 34.
It can be noted that with increased reinforcement content, the UTS increases
almost linearly while ductility decreases (Fig. 34). This means that the mechanical
properties could then be tailored by adapting the reinforcement content. The
mechanical properties were directly correlated with the changes in the
microstructure which was correlated to the reinforcement content added to matrix.
With the increase in reinforcement content, the decrease in mean grain size and
the increase of the fraction of FG regions, the strength of the material increased
with simultaneous reduction of ductility. Even though the ductility was decreased,
then compared to previous studies using similar material processing, the materials
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that were achieved possessed considerably better ductility [2]. It is believed that
the ductility is retained by CG regions in the bimodal structure [24] and the
presence of LAGBs [28].

Figure 34. Ultimate tensile strength is evolving linearly with the reinforcement content increasing.
Mechanical properties achieved are exceeding any 5xxx series commercial alloy (presented 5083-H19
as one of the strongest 5xxx alloys commercially available) [37, 54].
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3.4 The strengthening mechanisms
Solid solution strengthening, grain boundary strengthening, Orowan
strengthening and dislocation strengthening were considered to be the major
mechanisms that contribute to the improvement of the mechanical properties of
investigated MMCs.
Solid solution strengthening in AlMg5 alloy matrix results from an interaction
between the mobile dislocations and the solute atoms. Based on the work of Ryen
et al. [18], the constant values for equation 1 (section 1.1.4) were selected as
follows:
19.5; H=12.1; C=5; n=1.14. This led to a solid solution
strengthening in the AlMg5 matrix MMCs of 95 MPa.
The Orowan strengthening was calculated with the assumption that the second
phase particles were equiaxed, non-shearable and small enough (< 1 µm). And
for this calculation, the particle size distribution of the reinforcement was
considered narrow and homogeneously distributed in the matrix. Values of σOR
are reported in Table 7 for the different nanoparticle contents.
The native oxide layer that existed already before milling was also considered to
be contributing to the Orowan strengthening, therefore, the calculated
strengthening effect of 32 MPa was added to milled materials [37].
The grain-boundary strengthening is described by the Hall-Petch equation (Eq.
(7), section 1.1.4) [21,22,55]:
As the composites present both coarse and fine grains, to calculate the
strengthening mechanism, an average grain size was introduced based on a rule of
mixture:
D = (fCG x dCG) + (fFG x dFG),

(8)

where dCG and dFG represent the average grain size of coarse-grain and fine-grain
regions, respectively and fCG and fFG represent the area fraction of coarse-grain
and fine-grain regions, respectively. The average grain sizes are reported in Table
5, while the strengthening contributions of HP are presented in Table 7.
Dislocation strengthening (σρ) was calculated using the Taylor formula (Eq. (6),
section 1.1.4) [20, 56] and is included in Table 8.
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Table 8. The main strengthening mechanisms involved in this study [37]
Measured σ
[MPa]

Calculated σ [MPa]

Composition
σSS

σODS

σρ

σOR

σHP

∑σ

σY

A_un

95

0

0

0

44

120

125

A_m

95

32

16

0

60

188

290

A-0.2np

95

32

16

54

60

238

285

A-0.3np

95

32

20

68

93

289

340

A-0.4np

95

32

20

79

175

382

426

A-0.5np

95

32

20

89

201

418

455

A-1.0np

95

32

20

130

224

482

527

σSS - Solid solution strengthening; σODS - Orowan strengthening from ODS effect of native oxide layer;
σρ – dislocation strengthening; σOR - Orowan strengthening from reinforcement; σHP - Hall-Petch
strengthening; ∑σ: Sum of calculated strengthening effects; σY: 0.2 % measured offset yield strength.

The theoretical strength values were in agreement with the measured mechanical
properties, even if always lower. The discrepancy is more pronounced for the
unreinforced sample. The addition and dispersion of nanoparticulate material in
the matrix increases the contribution of grain refinement and Orowan
strengthening significantly. These became then the major mechanisms for
improving the strength of the composite. The ODS mechanism as well as the
dislocation strengthening have only minor contribution regarding the high yield
strengths achieved for the investigated nanocomposites.
These calculations indicated clearly that milling is an important processing step
to achieve superior mechanical properties in metal matrix composites reinforced
with nanoparticles. Beside the dispersion function (Orowan), milling also
decreases the grain size of the matrix. The milling efficiency is also improved by
the addition of nanoparticulate materials over a minimal amount (in this study >
0.2 vol%).
Conclusion
A simple one-step process was used in this study. The process that consisted of
cube milling and uniaxial hot pressing, enabled achieving high strength and
ductile net shape products without the need for secondary operations. Cube
milling was six times faster than commercially available planetary ball mill for
obtaining homogeneous blend. Mechanical properties of the composites exceeded
commercial 5xxx alloys simultaneously in strength and ductility. UTS of up to
562 MPa with YS of 527 MPa and elongation at rupture of 4% was achieved with
1 vol% of nano-Al2O3 reinforcement. The strength-ductility combination of the
composites was tailored by adjusting the nanoparticulate material content between
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0.3 and 1 vol%. Solid solution strengthening, Orowan strengthening and grain
boundary strengthening were found to be the main mechanisms contributing to
strengthening and achieving high strength while the bimodal grain structure in
collaboration with LAGBs were believed to be the main source of retained
ductility.

3.5 Study of alternative compaction methods
During the thesis several compaction methods were evaluated in order to find the
best compaction technique. For simpler comparison, all the alternative processing
routes used the same processing temperature of 550 °C. In following main results
are discussed shortly to give oversight of the influence of different compaction
methods to Al-MMCs.
Spark Plasma Sintering
Cube milled Al-MMC powders were successfully compacted to full density with
Spark Plasma Sintering technology [30]. Being fast and efficient compacting
method SPS produced sintered samples in short time. Unfortunately the SPS
method is still not broadly accepted industrial method but still used mostly in
laboratories.
The compacted Al-MMCs possessed somewhat lower strength values, compared
to hot pressed samples. The YS of AlMg5-0.4 vol% Al2O3 was noticeably lower
than YS achieved by hot pressing (Fig. 35A) whereas the difference in UTS was
not important. It seems that samples compacted with SPS were in less work
hardened state than samples compacted with hot pressing.

Figure 35. A) Tensile stress-strain curves of SPS compacted cube milled Al-MMC composite blends.
AlMg5-UM – unmilled alloy, AlMg5-M – cube milled, but unreinforced alloy. B) Transmission EBSD
of the spark plasma sintered sample AlMg5–0.4Al2O3, black lines: high angle grain boundaries [30].
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This is also corroborated by the microstructure (Fig. 35B). The 0.4 vol%
reinforced sample compacted by SPS possessed bimodal grain structure, similar
to HP sample. The difference however was the larger average size of coarse
grains around 8 ± 2 µm (in the case of HP 1.2 µm). Fine grains were about the
same size averaging around 250 to 300 nm. Considering that the compactions
were made out of the same powder the difference in microstructure is noticeable
and it is clear that more grain growth and recovery has been taking place during
the short time used in SPS. It is very interesting to see higher level of grain
growth during 15 min of SPS heating, compared to several hours of conventional
heating and further research is planned to clarify this question.
Spark plasma sintering can achieve fully dense bulk Al-MMCs out of high energy
milled composite blends. It seems that the grain growth is more prominent tough
in the case of SPS, compared to traditional hot pressing. This in terms leads to
lower UTS and YS values to achieve with SPS technology.
Hot Isostatic Pressing
Hot Isostatic Pressing was conducted on AlMg5–0.4Al2O3 powder blends to
investigate the effect of isostatic pressure. The blends were capsulated, sealed and
HIP-ed. Compared to uniaxial hot pressing the HIP did not lead to noticeable
increase in ductility. The UTS and YS were smaller compared to hot pressed
samples (Fig. 36).

Figure 36. Stress-strain curves of HIP-ed and hot pressed AlMg5–0.4Al2O3 samples.
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The bimodal grain structure consisted of slightly larger grains that in the case of
HP samples. The grain sizes were more similar to SPS samples than to HP samples
(Fig. 37).

Figure 37. A bimodal grain structure of AlMg5–0.4 vol% Al2O3 revealed under SEM after Ar-ion
polishing.
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Hot forging
Hot forging was investigated as a mean to promote metal-metal contact through
plastic deformation. Slight improvement of ductility was observed in all the
samples compared to other compacting methods. Nevertheless also a decrease in
YS was observed compared to hot pressing (Fig. 38). The microstructural studies
were not finalized and therefore it is impossible to say at the time of writing the
thesis whether the decrease in YS was caused by recovery and grain growth.

Figure 38. Stress-strain curves of hot pressed and hot forged AlMg5–0.4Al2O3 samples.

Conclusion
Some widespread alternative compaction methods were investigated but it
seemed that in all the cases the YS was lower than in the case of hot pressed
samples. Additionally no significant improvement in ductility over HP was
observed. Bimodal grain structure was present, but consisted of somewhat larger
grains than in the case of HP. The lower YS and larger grain size indicate lower
state of work hardening and more pronounced grain growth in the case of
alternative compacting routes. Therefore it can be stated that hot pressing was
very well optimized for compacting of Al-MMC blends and no significant
improvement could be achieved with alternative compacting methods.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
High energy milling is an efficient method to disperse nanoparticulate materials
in ductile matrix, to achieve MMCs with improved mechanical properties.
Uniaxial hot pressing, method developed in this work, is a simple but efficient
approach for processing aluminium based composites. With optimised set of
parameters high density and outstanding mechanical performance can be
achieved, and therefore the formulated goals in section 1.2 could be achieved:



The main processing parameters are ball milling for homogeneous
dispersion and heating temperature to allow sufficient plastic yielding
during hot pressing, which have to be taken into account in order to create
high strength ductile MMC using minimal processing steps.
o



High strength (UTS 470 MPa) combined with outstanding
ductility (>11 %) was achieved by dispersing 0.4 vol% Al2O3
nanoparticles in AlMg5 matrix. The concurrent strength and
ductility was achieved with cube milling and uniaxial hot pressing
without any additional processing steps.

The microstructure of the high strength – high ductility MMCs needs to
contain coarse grains dispersed between ultrafine or nanograins in order
to blunt evolving cracks during deformation. Related features and impact
of these on mechanical properties of MMCs are as follows.
o

By adjusting the nanoparticulate material content in MMCs, the
microstructure of MMC can be tailored.


The increase in reinforcement content leads to increase
of fine grained structure and HAGBs in microstructure
that are contributing to high strength of MMC.



Coarse grains in conjunction with LAGBs are
contributing to retained ductility of MMC.



Bimodal microstructure consisting both CG and FG
regions combined with concurrent HAGBs and LAGBs
provide exceptional strength-ductility combination of the
composite.
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The strengthening mechanisms involved were evaluated
o



Grain boundary strengthening and Orowan strengthening were the
two dominant strengthening mechanisms. Indicating that both
MM and addition of second phase particulates play important role
in achieving high strength MMCs.

Near-superplastic properties with exceptional temperature stability of
created MMC were observed.
o

At 200 °C the composite had near superplastic properties. Once
cooled down no degradation of mechanical properties was
observed.

o

Annealing the MMC for 2 h at 450 °C left no degradation of
mechanical properties once cooled down indicating in
exceptional temperature stability.

The novelty of presented research can be outlined by.



Developed and implemented new high energy milling system with
angled square milling vessels.



Developed method to produce near net shaped Al-MMCs with
simultaneous strength and ductility without post processing.



Presented methodology for tailoring the strength and ductility by
modifying the reinforcement content and therefore microstructure of
composite.
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ABSTRACT
High strength ductile aluminium matrix composite.
The need for stronger and lighter materials have increased over time and therefore
this topic is under interest of many researchers now more than ever before. The
limitations of metal alloying to provide required strength and stiffness to
engineering material have led to research and usage of composite materials. Metal
matrix composites have found their place in industry as high-tech engineering
materials even though a lot of developments are still to be performed to improve
the material.
The chosen matrix, type and size of reinforcement, the method of reinforcement
distribution and different post processing methods are only few possibilities to
tailor the material with desired engineering properties for application. With
reduction of the reinforcement size down to nanometre scale number of properties
are expansively enhanced.
Current research is concentrated on the development of novel aluminium based
metal matrix nanocomposite with simultaneous high strength and ductility.
Additionally the aim is to achieve the desired performance of material with
minimal processing steps to simplify the fabrication.
The thesis consists of three main studies including improvement of hardness and
strength of MMC, obtaining simultaneous strength and ductility and the
investigation to find the optimum compaction method for acquired powder
metallurgical MMC. As a result of these studies high ultimate tensile strength of
720 MPa was achieved for 0.5 vol% MWCNT reinforced AlMg5 alloy, but the
material presented modest ductility of about 1%. Optimizing of the milling
process and the type of reinforcement allowed to create the material with
compromised parameters. The tensile strength of 470 MPa with simultaneous
elongation exceeding 11% is certainly by far outperforming the strength properties
of non-heat treated aluminium alloys, which is achieved through hot pressing
aluminium based-MMC and which can be produced with simple one step
processing directly into near net shaped objects.
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KOKKUVÕTE
Kõrgtugev ja plastne alumiinium komposiitmaterjal.
Läbi aegade on olnud kõrge vajadus kergemate ja tugevamate materjalide järgi,
mis on inspireerinud rohkelt teadusuuringuid. Ajalooliselt on metallsete
materjalide parendamine käinud legeerimise teel sulamite valmistamisena. Kuna
aga sulamite legeerimisel on teatavad piirangud, mis takistavad saavutamast
parimaid tugevuse ja sitkuse kombineeringuid, on viimasel ajal peamised
uuringud suundunud komposiitmaterjalide arendamisele. Metallmaatriks
komposiitmaterjalid on leidnud oma koha tööstuses kui kõrgtehnoloogilised
materjalid, aga sellegipoolest on veel palju mida nende materjalide juures
parendada annab.
Käesolev uurimustöö on fokuseeritud uudse alumiiniumi baasil
nanokomposiitmaterjali arendamisele. Töö eesmärgiks on seatud, et arendatav
komposiitmaterjal oleks üheaegselt nii kõrgtugev kui ka plastne. Piisavalt plastne,
et materjal oleks kasutatav tööstusmaterjalina. See tähendab tööstuses üldlevinud
arusaamade kohaselt katkevenivust üle 4%. Lisaks peavad materjali
tugevusomadused olema saavutatud minimaalsete protsessi sammudega
lihtsustamaks materjali valmistamist.
Valitud maatriksi ja armeeringu tüüp ning suurus, aremeeringu ühtlase
maatriksisse jaotamise meetod ja erinevad järeltöötlusprotsessid on ainult mõned
võimalikest moodustest loomaks sobivate omadustega komposiitmaterjal. Lisaks
on armeeringu suuruse vähendamisega nanosuurustesse võimalik erinevaid
materjali omadusi eksponentsiaalselt parendada.
Antud uurimustöö käsitleb kolme peateemat milleks on materjali kõvaduse ja
tugevuse tõstmine, materjali kõrgtugevuse ja plastsuse üheaegne saavutamine
ning optimaalse tihendamismeetodi leidmine pulbermetallurgilisele komposiidile.
Töös saavutati 720 MPa maksimaalset tõmbetugevust 0.5 mahu% süsinik
nanotrudega armeeritud AlMg5 sulamil põhineva komposiidi puhul. Saavutatud
tugevuse juures jäi aga katkevenivus umbes 1 % juurde. Optimeerides
jahvatusprotsessi ja armeeringmaterjali tüüpi saavutati materjal mis omas
üheaegselt 470 MPa tõmbetugevust ja 11 % katkevenivust. Saavutatud omadused
ületavad kindlalt kuumpressitud külmtöödeldavate alumiiniumsulamite
tugevusomadused. Valmistatud materjali omadused teeb märkimisväärseks, et
need on saavutatud üheastmelise kuumpressimisega otse lõppkujuga detailideks
ilma vajaduseta järeltöötlusprotsessideks.
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